
THE DEAD LETTER BRANCH 

OR SHEEP

The gray zone of my disappearance, drugged by a still

unknown drug, at dusk the hour that mourns the loss

of day, cast down, but I go. 

I had been given notice, as all subordinate clerks, myself

named one, were given notice. After scores of years of

reading through undeliverable correspondence, no one

more suited to this than I, vested with that authority

to open and read the dead letters, I am to be removed.

Not a rumor, not whispered speculation, is my yet sud-

den removal, due to an incoming administration, all

posts, save some ex-clergy, are being removed. I would

have preferred to have declined their offer, but they

have already asked that my keys be returned. I am the

most trustworthy dead letter man handling dead letters,

yet I am to be removed, most likely today. 

I was hired for my ability to decipher handwriting. To sound

out the correct intention, to sleuth a destination. Stiejt

Kanedeka means State of Connecticut. I could smell it. 
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Burning. For the rest we fed to the flames. 

I burned the dead letters, burnt letters fed to the flames

in cart loads.

I am out cast, an effect of that almost involuntary re-

fusal of loss. In my inbreath I burned with what comes

from elsewhere, yearning the scent of me being absent

in relenting, the trace, too, lost.

Faithfully I have sorted through them, lived through

them, the unreceived, prone and silent, I burned cart

loads, monthly, yearly. 

Within I had found rings, infolded in paper—the finger

it was meant for molders in a grave. I had found bank

notes, sent as swift charity to whom it would not relieve,

who nor eats nor hungers anymore. I had read pardon

for those who died despairing, hope for those who died

unhoping, good tidings for those who died stifled by un-

relieved calamity. 

I have read just enough, not more than necessary. A

business so fitted to me. I have sorted the mail of the
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bereft, errands of life who speed yet faster to death. 

My surrogate hand unsealing, tender and mild and

serene, continually, at this refusal to be, at that in-

evitable night of bodies, twilight of my impersonal. 

The dead letters I fed to the flames, yearly, faithfully.

Now suddenly I am to be removed from circulation. This

my home, eternal dusk, invaded only by shadows, I am

cast out. Where, as formless, who, as unrecognizable,

when, am I capable of such exit, how, bound by this

silent disaster, a figure without form. 

This event will 

have happened. 

By nature and misfortune, susceptible to a pallid hope-

lessness. I am outcast, suspensed between an everlast-

ing no and an everlasting yes.

I am the dawn, faceless possibility, impersonal, slipping

beyond my form into the dazzling light of a world that

says no to depth. At this moment, this dusk that is

dawn, I am named as such, named as one. 
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I repeat. 

I am to leave my post in the Dead Letter Office in Wash-

ington. I am to leave as if possible to publish myself,

even as an anonymous dead letter man, as an instinct,

unformed and atmospheric, as if I come or go from with-

out, as if this could be thought, formed, burned, written.

I am as weather shadow cloud and as weather shadow

cloud I depart.
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THE COPYISTS

Hardship revealed the path. I entered blindly, will-

lessly, treading recursively, hardly steadfast, with hes-

itating steps. Dead Branch to Wall Street, a shallow,

middle way, while lost in perplexity and intricated with

an unclear object, and in my complicated parts invo-

luted, all bewildering all objects. Hunger was there, and

so was weariness and remainder, that refuse, my not

unfamiliar companions who marked my passive jour-

ney outside. My unthinkable volition accrued from

where I began and where then I end. 

I arrived upon answering an advertisement, motionless

one morning at the open door of an attorney’s chamber,

at this threshold, in summer. 

Pallidly I stood awaiting notice, neat, respectable, in-

curably forlorn, there as he found me, my summoned

object as if unthought, unthinkable at first he liked

me, my almost singularity, pitiably sedate, as com-

pared with the others, flighty and fiery. 
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And I was hungry for copy, a silverfish gorging on glue

and pulp, I craved to scrive, having deciphered, con-

sumed, interpreted, burned what had already been

written, useless and unintended for my receipt, at last,

and irrevocably, I was to author, if not my own, a copy

of others, if necessary. My hand steady, my ink sea ever

before me, rhythmic waves of script along my ruled

lines, scribing copies, doubles, triples, quadruples, the

law of my letters of what law would recall, bequeathing,

dictating, deeds and documents afloat and strewn with

my letterings. 

I wrote on industriously, cheerlessly, and within a silence

the letters echoed back. No pause for digestion, a self-

consumer of the law in letters in lines. Mechanically I

moved my pen across the page, burning inevitable letters. 

What was this law whose hand I lettered? 

What law recalls the letters for whom to receive the

law? Neatly and pallidly penned, my hand reaching and

withdrawing, wavering over the vast pages to which I

was the author, too.
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